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R&D Consultative Committee 
Minutes of meeting held on 13 July 2015 (13:30 to 16:00) 

Bush House, Strand, London WC2B 4RD 
 

HMRC: Simone Woodrow (SW), Kieran McCullagh (KM), Gemma Cross (GC), Alex Galloway (AG), 
Steve Williams (SWi), Karen January (KJ), Jim Rogers (JR), Richard Glasspool (RG), Tony Panons (TP) 
HMT: Adam Patrick (AP) BIS: Bridgid Feeney (BF). 
 
RDCC: Adam Spriggs (AS) (Almacg), Alexis Marz (AM) (MMP Tax), David Clift (DC) (Hazlewoods),  
David O'Keeffe (DK) (Aiglon), David Richardson (DR) (KPMG), Faye Ruffles (FR) (EY), Gavin Bate (GB)    
(Consultant), Guang Deng (GD) (Leyton), James Boughton (JB) (Mazars), James Tetley (JTe), (BDO) 
Jennifer Tragner (JT) (Almacg), John Moore (JM) (Kingly Brookes), Kathie Haunton (KH) (Deloitte), 
Laurence Bard (LB) (Smith Williamson), Mike Price (MP) (The MPA Group), Neil Taylor (NT) (Edwards 
Accountants), Peter Denison-Pender (PDP) (Consultant), Remy Husein (RH) (Consultant), Rachel 
Moore (RM) (PWC), Rhiannon Jones (RJ) (CBI), Richard Lewis (RL) (Pronovotech) , Richard Turner (RT) 
(FTI Consulting), Robert Perrin (RP) (Bevan Buckland Accountants), Rupinder Ashan (RA) (Grant 
Thornton), Sheetal Sanghvi (SS) (Baker Tilly),  Steve C Burgen (SB) (Grant Thornton), Steven Levine 
(SL) (Moore Stevens), Stuart Knight (SK) (Matthey), Terry Toms (TT) (R&D Tax), Chris Newton (CN) 
(New Tax). All referred to as CM in the notes below – committee member.  
 

1. Introductions & Recent Changes  
 
AG introduced everyone to the meeting and each of the HMRC members gave an overview of their 
role. 
SWi – Theme Lead - R&D and Patent Box, Large Business.  
KJ – Assistant Director, Large Business. 
AG – Assistant Director, CT Innovation & Growth. 
SW –R&D Technical Adviser, CT Innovation & Growth 

GC – Lead for Mid-size on Growth Agenda initiatives. 

KM – 3rd year trainee – currently on placement with CT Innovation & Growth 
Aziz Yusuf was not present at the meeting due paternity leave, AG explained his role with is a Policy 
Advisor, CT Innovation & Growth.   
 
AG then outlined the recent note that had been released regarding the changes to RDEC claims for 
charities and universities. AG said this was to fix anomalies in the legislation and wouldn’t affect spin 
off companies from universities and charities. AG confirmed that for existing claims, HMRC will still 
process and risk assess claims.  
 

2. The SME Consultation and Next Steps   
SW introduced this topic and went through the slides that are available in the Appendix (2).  
 
A committee member (CM) said that she felt that the CIRD doesn’t seem to be working and that it is 
very complicated for this to be duplicated again for specific SME guidance. CM said that the CIRD is 
supposed to be modular with each piece of guidance building on the last, and GB felt that a separate 
SME guidance in the CIRD would need greater resource. CM asked if this would be stand-alone 
guidance and SW confirmed that was the intention.  
 
AG said that the RDCC would be involved in the implementation of the guidance, which would be 
kept simple. CM said that the guidance shouldn’t be too simple as often over simplification by other 
parties can end up making information incorrect. SW understood this and said that it would be 
simplified to some extent. 
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3. Advance Assurance   
 
SW introduced this topic and went through the slides that are available in the Appendix (3).  
 
CM asked if the assurance applied to the group or just the company. SW said that the process would 
look at more than one company and then would apply to the group. CM asked if the process was to 
ensure the R&D claim was appropriate. GC said that it was to provide assurance for an R&D project 
for 3 years. CM asked what would still be required when a claim was made at a future date, CM 
assumed that supporting documents would still be required for expenditure. CM asked if the 
numbers were agreed at the start and for the next 3 years, GC said the process was to agree that the 
company had a qualifying project. CM felt it was a chance for the company to explain amounts and to 
agree parameters with HMRC.  
 
CM said that he felt a 3 year assurance was quite long and asked what would cause the need to fill in 
the assurance form again within the 3 year period. SW said that moving outside of the parameter set 
would cause this to happen and that the 3 year period was chosen to give companies the appropriate 
amount of assurance. CM said that he would have thought this period would be 2 years.  
CM asked about the specialist teams that are going to administer the assurance process and if these 
are the same as the business unit heads. GC said that the incentives and reliefs teams under the 
business unit heads would be responsible however not all teams will do assurance work. CM asked 
about a specific item – sub contracting. SW said that each item would be looked at and discussed as 
part of the process.  
 

4. Capital and Revenue Issues in R&D Cases  
 
SWi said that this was his first visit to the RDCC but he had looked at the minutes from the last 
meeting and wanted to clarify the capital and revenue position. A note was circulated prior to the 
RDCC which can be found in the Appendix (4.) SWi said that this had been consulted widely, 
including the legal position. SWi said that when looking at software or indeed other claims to 
determine whether the claim qualifies, HMRC will not be looking at the capital/revenue position as 
the first point of action. Business Income Manual (BIM) BIM35000 onwards was given as guidance 
and SWi said that he hoped this would help to draw a line under the issue.  
 
CM said that he felt it was important that guidance showed the difference between tax treatment 
and accounting treatment. Another CM agreed and considered that it would help to ensure 
consistency. CM asked if the BIM would change, SWi said that it wouldn’t.  A CM pointed out that 
some people will look at the BIM and decide that an item is capital. The CM then said that she hoped 
this would mean that enquiries would not begin with the capital and revenue issue as had happened 
in the past, and that the question of whether the project is R&D will be considered first. SWi said 
that he hoped for this too. SWi stated that the capital and revenue issue had now been separated 
from the review of claims by Insurance Companies, which was continuing 
 

5. Improving the Quality of R&D Reports.  
 
SWi said that he had been approached by two large firms to look at making improvements to the 
reports that are produced for R&D projects. The aim was to both lower the costs of producing 
reports and reduce the number of enquiries, creating efficiency savings for both HMRC and Agents.  
SWi said that from HMRC’s point of view, officers needed to know less about what the project had 
achieved and more about the scientific or technological advances that the project intended to 
produce. Other useful information included the proportion of each project that had been claimed, 
and conversely what hadn’t, and the cash amount that each project represented. SWi said that he 
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hoped that any changes would result in consistency, but didn’t know whether different formats may 
be required for small, medium and large companies. As part of this work, SWi would like to set up a 
working group to find out more about the level of interest in the project and what format it should 
take. To help keep costs low SWi suggested this would initially be by email, then a teleconference 
and then perhaps a meeting. Anyone wishing to take part in the working group should contact SWi 
by email steve.williams2@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk. 
  
CM asked if there were any other issues with the reports that are produced. SWi said that the main 
problem was too little emphasis on the scientific or technological advance and too much information 
on what had been achieved; just a comment on this would be sufficient. CM asked if SWi thought the 
methodology should be included. SWi said yes, perhaps, but only in brief rather than in full, though 
this could be discussed within the working group.  
 

6. The Future of the RDCC 
 
JT introduced herself and said that a number of other members had asked her why she was 
presenting on this issue. JT said that all members had been contacted by SW for comments on the 
RDCC and she was told she was the only one to respond. JT said that she believed that the RDCC was 
very good and that the paper circulated gave her views – Appendix (6). JT went through the different 
headings of her paper and spoke about each one. AG said that she agreed that the agenda shouldn’t 
be produced just before the meeting and that minutes should not take such a long time to be 
produced after the meeting. AG said that KM would be looking at the future of the RDCC and what 
can be changed. AG said that she wanted the RDCC to become more of a conversation rather than 
just HMRC presenting different issues and then questions being asked. AG thanked JT for presenting 
this topic.  
 
CM had a suggestion that in the period between meetings there could be a questions and answer 
session whereby members could submit questions and they could be answered and presented online 
for everyone to see. SW said this had been done with the Research and Development Expenditure 
Credit (RDEC) guidance. However there were currently delays publishing online due to the migration 
to GOV.UK. CM said that there had been a large number of changes within HMRC and that while 
promises are made on reform of RDCC often people aren’t around to deliver this. CM also said he felt 
smaller working groups would work well, and that he is sure most members will want to be involved 
with SWi’s working group on capital and revenue. CM also said that the minutes are released for 
comments and amendments, and these should at least be acknowledged and responded to. CM said 
that action points are good but given the delay producing the minutes these have often become 
redundant by the time they are published. Another suggestion was interim meetings. 
 
CM asked about the membership issues highlighted in the paper and questioned whether people had 
been denied membership to the RDCC. SW confirmed this was the case, and that the first come, first 
served system currently in place isn’t ideal. CM suggested that if current members missed two 
meetings they could be removed from the committee. SW said that this issue will be looked at as 
part of any reform. AG said to email KM on this issue at kieran.mccullagh@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk. 
 

7. Restructuring the R&D Units  
 
GC gave some background information on R&D work within HMRC including the large increase in the 
amount of R&D claims received and the format they are received in. GC said that to undertake the 
assurance work there was to be an increased amount of HMRC employees working within the 
Incentives and Relief units. All the current staff would remain and some new staff recruited into the 
units to cope with the increased work.  These staff would take time to come up to speed as taxes 

mailto:steve.williams2@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:kieran.mccullagh@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk
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training can take up to 2 years with an additional 6 months R&D training in some instances. GC said 
the purpose of the restructuring was to ensure that the most suitably trained staff were being 
utilised in the most effective way. For example some of the more straightforward issues will be dealt 
with by officers who have suitable training to complete tasks.   
 
A further question was asked about how directing queries to different locations would be affected by 
the substitute 64-8 notices that are sent in by R&D agents. GC said this would need to be looked at 
by the project team and consideration given as to whether a separate substitute 64-8 agent can be 
included.  
 

8. Experiences of R&D Enquiries  
 
SW said she had received some comments on R&D enquiry experiences and wanted to know if any of 
the RDCC members had any comments which could be fed back to operational teams. CM said that 
once an enquiry had begun he felt that some people found it hard to let go. Whilst he understood 
that HMRC are required to consider all things he felt that it may be due to yield or other metrics. GC 
said that the primary purpose was to process and check claims and that officers didn’t have metrics 
or targets they must meet in relation to non-yield baring cases. An example was provided by CM. GC 
said complaints should go to the Business unit heads and not to CTIS, or to the CRM if the case is in 
Large Business.  
 
CM said that he had encountered problems with software specialists from other areas of HMRC and 
asked if they had received the 6 month R&D training mentioned in point 7. SWi confirmed that 
HMRC do take on help from its IT colleagues with software cases. SWi said they don’t take over the 
case and they come to meetings to understand the project and discuss with the competent 
professional. SWi said this appears to be going well and would like to continue.  
 
CM asked what metrics were being used to judge the performance of this project. SWi said these 
were currently being considered. CM asked if this was just LB or is it MSB as well, SWi said this was 
for both. CM said he has some specific feedback which KM said he was happy to take by email. CM 
said that he too had a less positive experience involving a computer audit specialist. SWi confirmed 
that this example appears exceptional. IT colleagues are software specialists and we have worked 
hard to marry up the R&D knowledge of tax specialists with those that have IT knowledge. Further 
training had been provided. CM asked whether specialists were allocated in other areas than 
software. SW confirmed that other areas already had specialists, for example for the food and media 
sectors. CM said she saw this as a positive move but that there is often a tendency to allow that 
person to lead the meeting. CM said that he had a recent meeting which included a software 
specialist and he felt that the meeting went very well and the specialist had a good understanding.  
 

9. Reimbursed Expenses 
 
SW explained that this had been covered at previous meetings and a note had been sent out recently 
on this issue. SW said this would be published in due course. CM said that whilst he doesn’t agree 
with the note it would be good to know what does qualify.  CM said that the note doesn’t included 
the same technical guidance as has previously been given. SW said the draft CIRD guidance on this 
issue would be circulated to the RDCC for comment before publication. 
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10. AOB  
 
AG said that it was hoped that information such as the reimbursed expenses note and the minutes 
for this meeting would be able to be published on the Gov.uk website shortly.  
 
CM asked a question regarding consumables in prototypes and said that when consulting guidance 
he was unsure about the correct treatment if sold in a later period. SW said that the guidance 
discussed the intention at the time of incurring expenditure was incurred, and that this should help 
to explain what can be and can’t be claimed. CM said that he must have missed this - AG said that 
CM should contact HMRC if any more information is required.  
 
CM asked if the HMRC members present had seen the Guidance on Allowable Costs published by the 
SSRO in January 2015. The members confirmed they weren’t aware of this. CM said this appears to 
strip all claims to R&D reliefs. AG asked if this consultation could be sent to the members.  
 
A discussion was had regarding consumables in prototypes, and that an amended return would be 
required if the prototype was later sold. SW said guidance would be published regarding this in due 
course.  
 
AG said the minutes would be sent out for review and that a date for the next meeting would be 
arranged in due course.  
 
The meeting ended at 15:50.  
 
Kieran McCullagh 
05/08/15 
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Appendix  
 
2 - SME Consultation Slides 

2015 SME Consultation:
briefing for RDCC 
13 July 2015

 

Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Background and purpose

Autumn Statement 2014 announcements

To understand the issues faced by small companies investing in R&D, to inform 

simplifications to the current system. 

Consultation, online questionnaire and workshops

Four themes

• Awareness. Are key decision makers in small companies aware of the relief?
• Design. Are the rules appropriate for small companies?

• Understanding Do decision makers in small companies understand the rules, 
how they apply to the company, and the claims process?

• Administration Including Advance Assurance

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 2
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Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Responses

49 responses to the consultation: rep bodies, tax advisers and accountants, 
Local Enterprise Partnerships and growth hubs

2 Webinars

10 stakeholder meetings

177 responses to the Survey Monkey survey: significantly higher response rate, 
and nearly 50% company directors, managers or R&D staff

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 3

 

Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Response themes: awareness

• Agreement that the four themes are the most relevant factors

• R&D schemes perceived to be complex 

• Business not aware that what they do is in fact R&D

• Publicity should reach beyond traditional audiences - reach out to trade 

bodies, universities, research labs

• Find ways to talk to innovators directly as well as through advisers

• Engage early and with other partners to find and talk to innovators 

• Lots of ideas on using new media and working with partners 

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 4
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Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Response themes: design

The current definition of R&D is not a barrier to claiming: but needs better 

explanation and wider range of examples in guidance

Strong consensus against aligning the definition with accounting practice 

Qualifying costs as a barrier: no consensus, varied ideas including: 

• Subcontractor rules
• Rental costs, travel expenses

• Cap v Rev
• A simplified micro scheme?

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 5

 

Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Response themes: understanding

• CIRD works well for advisers, not so well for other users

• Strong agreement on need for dedicated SME guidance,  but also a view 

that commercial market fulfils the need

• External guidance should be follow tasks and events in the business 
lifecycle, not the legislation.

Top issues for small companies on legislation and procedures:

• Tax credit and grants interaction

• Certainty and getting claims right
• Subcontractor rules

• Clarity of guidance

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 6
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Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Understanding (2)

• Limited use of gov.uk reported. Widespread use of CIRD by agents, not 

businesses.

• Most respondents want a manual format but enhanced with other forms of 
guidance.

• Risks were seen in the use of online forums, and having guidance embedded 

in software could impair the user experience

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 7

 

Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Response themes: administration

• Advance Assurance as outlined in the document: most agreed that it would 

improve take up of R&D tax relief by first time claimants.

• But a number emphasised the need to: simplify guidance, simplify law, widen 
the scope of qualifying activity and make payment faster.

• AA should target smaller, younger companies, but a number felt that fast 

growing medium sized firms should also be targeted.

The main issues for 1st time claimants are:

• Claim methodology
• The information needed to make a claim

• Is it qualifying R&D
• Reliance on expensive advisers

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 8
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Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Administration (2)

• Companies more positive about AA than advisers.

• Concerns as the resourcing of AA, and issues around subcontracting and 

software claims

• Linking AA to access to finance: interest in this idea, and a number 
suggested that prospective lenders would look to an HMRC assurance in their 

decision making.

• Some felt this was taking the focus away from scientific innovation.

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 9

 

Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Online survey: a different emphasis

• Respondents want better guidance and help with claims

• Less reliant on advisers: more than 60% self serve for information, and 

want direct communication and help, and one-to-many services

• Less confident about the rules, but a significant number will still claim 
despite uncertainty

• More support for aligning accountancy and tax definitions

• Many use HMRC guidance, only half say it meets their needs - it is unclear

and they can’t find the help they need. They want case studies and Q&A

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 10
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Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Next steps 

• Summer 2015 document and roadmap

• Ideas under development

• Focus likely to be on awareness, understanding and administration

• Consultation: less positive direction on design  

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 11

 
 
 
 
 

 

Thank you

HM Revenue & Customs
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3 - Advanced Assurance Slides 
 

Advance Assurance for R&D tax 
relief: briefing for RDCC 
13 July 2015

 

Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Background 

March  2015 Budget announcement:

‘…The government will introduce voluntary advanced assurances lasting 3 years 

for smaller businesses making a first claim from autumn 2015. ‘

Building on a successful voluntary Advance Assurance pilot in 2011.

Policy and processes in development: HMRC want to give RDCC members 
insight into current thinking.

Final design may differ from today’s presentation

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 2
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Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

Advance Assurance in a single slide

A scheme to provide assurance to first time claimants that their first 3 years R&D 

claims can be accepted.

Delivered by HMRC colleagues in the I&R units.

Application through online form on gov.uk. with dedicated guidance content.

Follow up by HMRC via telephone to discuss application and to reach a 
conclusion. 

A letter to applicants to record the outcome of their application.

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 3

 

Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

AA: what is it meant to achieve?

Increase awareness of the R&D reliefs amongst the smallest businesses.

Increase their knowledge of R&D tax rules and their confidence as claimants.

Improve the quality of first time claims, and allow better use of compliance 

resource

Provide assurance of financial support for growing businesses through the tax 
system.

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 4
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Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

AA: who is it for?

The smallest first time claimants: turnover <£2m, under 50 employees. Covers all 

‘small’ and some ‘medium’ sized companies.

Can be single companies or grouped. One AA per group.

Can be represented or not.

This non-statutory scheme is not for DOTAS users or corporate Deliberate 
Defaulters.

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 5

Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

AA: what does ‘assurance’ mean?

Assurance, not clearance

Dialogue to provide HMRC with assurance that the company understands the 

R&D tax rules, and will carry out activity that complies.

Main focus: assurance on qualifying activities, and categories of qualifying 
expenditure.

Process provides education to company, confidence in its ability to claim, and 

formal assurance that claims will be accepted.

Measure of flexibility: HMRC know that plans can change in 3 years. Clear 
guidance on degree of flex in the assurance.

Assurance to the company, not to the project. 

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 6
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Protective marking – Unclassified, Protect, Restricted (delete as required)

AA: where are we now?

Finalising policy and processes

Online content development and testing

Staff training

Awareness and publicity

Deciding on launch date  - TBC

HMRC NL Standard  | 05/08/2013  | 7

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you

HM Revenue & Customs
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4 - Capital / revenue written statement for the RDCC on 13 July 2015  
HMRC has been asked to comment on potential claims to R&D relief based on expenditure for 
software projects and in particular whether such expenditure might necessarily have a capital, or 
revenue character.  
HMRC’s view on the eligibility of software projects for R&D relief is covered at CIRD 81960, and has 
not changed. Where the development of software is the goal of the R&D project, whether or not the 
project is to develop a platform, website, application or suite of products for use by the claimant 
company, or grouped, associated or otherwise linked companies alone, the eligibility of any claim to 
R&D relief will be considered on the particular facts. Consideration will be given as to the potential 
capital nature of expenditure on software in the normal course of review by HMRC. However, 
neither the fact that R&D relief is claimed on a software project, nor the fact that the particular 
software project may be ‘in-house’, will be an overriding factor in this consideration. 
 
5 - R&D Consultative Committee – ideas for its future  
Existing membership guidance and Terms of Reference: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/research-development-consultative-committee  
Membership  
Agents, professional bodies, delegates from the industry and the main business, technical and trade 
bodies, and representatives from HMRC who have policy and operational responsibilities for R&D tax 
credits. Other HMRC representatives and representatives from other government departments.  
Terms of Reference  

1. The name of the committee shall be the Research & Development Consultative 
Committee  

2. The committee shall be made up of (a) delegates from the industry and the main 
business, technical and trade bodies, and (b) representatives from HMRC who have 
policy and operational responsibilities for R&D tax credits. Other HMRC representatives 
and representatives from other government departments will attend as appropriate for 
discussion of relevant agenda items  

3. The committee will be chaired by HMRC and organisations wishing to become members 
of the committee should apply to the R&DCC chair  

4. The committee shall monitor developments in the operation of the R&D tax relief 
schemes, considering their impact on companies of all sizes  

5. The committee shall act as a forum for discussion and consultation on the operation of 
the R&D tax relief schemes, including:  

6. operational policy proposals and related operational issues  

7. issues arising on the implementation of prospective changes to legislation and practice  

8. operational aspects of existing policy and practice  
9. Where necessary the Committee will liaise with the Corporation Tax Operational 

Consultative Committee to determine which is the appropriate forum for discussion of a 
particular issue  

10. The minutes of the Committee shall be published on the HMRC website  
 
Meeting Minutes  
Meeting frequency - every six months.  
Frequency of meetings  
As the committee is quite large, meeting twice a year seems reasonable. However, it is obviously not 
feasible for companies to wait up to six months to raise any case specific policy issues, as this would 
create significant delays when dealing with claims and enquiries. It is not efficient for concerns 
raised in the committee to result in current claims being put on hold for extended periods. An 
example would be the discussion on reimbursed expenses, which was originally raised in October 
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2013 and discussed at the two subsequent meetings before HMRC’s view was published in January 
2015. During this period of time, there was a degree of uncertainty as to how to approach claims 
which included reimbursed business expenses. It would be helpful to ensure that the meetings are 
well prepared for, which could involve gathering suggestions for agenda items from members and 
then circulating the final agenda several weeks prior to the meeting. This would enable attendees to 
decide if the topics being discussed are relevant to them and to send the appropriate person to 
represent their organisation. It would also allow all attendees to research the background on the 
discussion topics and prepare (and possibly submit) any specific questions or areas for discussion 
prior to the meeting. In addition, if a suggested agenda item does not make the final agenda, the 
submitter would know in advance and could take separate action, such as approaching an HMRC 
representative directly.  
Another improvement might be to ensure that discussion items which are not resolved in the 
committee meeting itself are followed up on between meetings. This could be via email 
correspondence (eg. circulating draft revised CIRD guidance to reflect discussions) or through 
smaller working groups continuing discussions and reporting back findings. This would help to move 
technical discussions forwards and prevent the situation where discussion topics roll over for several 
meetings (and therefore potentially years) without being resolved.  
Agendas  
As noted above, as well as HMRC/Treasury deciding which updates should be part of the next 
meeting, a trawl to gather suggested agenda items well in advance of the next meeting should lead 
to the agenda being finalised and circulated up to several weeks prior to the meeting date. This 
should lead to improved technical discussion at the meeting itself, as attendees can be appropriately 
prepared for the agenda items.  
Minutes  
A concern which has been raised at committee meetings previously is the length of time taken to 
publish minutes on the GOV.UK website. The minutes themselves are also quite heavily summarised 
and usually lack clear action points. Once a policy topic has been discussed at the committee, 
advisors are in a position where they are party to information which is not public knowledge until 
minutes are published or guidance is updated. It is important that all claimants have access to 
correct guidance; there should not be a situation where discussion items are not publicised until 
several months after the committee meeting.  
Suggested improvements would therefore be:  

Publish minutes within a much shorter timeframe;  

Make sure all points raised are included and by whom;  

List action points and allocate responsibilities and deadlines for responding;  

Better publicity around the meeting minutes would also help them to reach an audience wider 
than the attendees themselves.  
 
Membership  
Terms of reference for the committee state that it should be attended by “delegates from the 
industry and the main business, technical and trade bodies”.  
Currently, there are approximately 30 attendees in addition to HMRC and HMT representatives, the 
vast majority of whom represent advisory firms providing R&D tax relief services. There is nothing in 
the terms of reference that covers how applications for membership should be dealt with. Some 
firms are represented by several individuals, whereas I understand that others have had applications 
for membership turned down.  
Whilst a smaller group would encourage more technical discussion during the meetings, it would be 
extremely difficult to devise a methodology to restrict membership in order to achieve this. There 
are a huge number of firms now providing specialist R&D tax services, as well as most of the larger 
accountancy firms providing these services as well. Membership of the committee is viewed as a 
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valuable asset to these firms as it provides direct access to HMRC’s R&D policy team and the topics 
under discussion. It is also valuable for a broad range of providers to provide input to the committee 
as this enables HMRC to get a better feel for the industry as a whole and greater communication 
between HMRC and advisors should benefit the regime as a whole.  
It would make sense for firms who currently hold several invitations to be represented by one 
individual at each meeting, allowing the membership list to be extended to a broader range of 
members without increasing overall numbers.  
In addition, as suggested above, finalising the agenda well in advance of each meeting should help 
advisors to decide if the topics to be covered are relevant to them and their clients. Ensuring that 
notes of meetings are thorough and published in a timely manner may also help, as advisors can 
follow discussions as they happen and may therefore feel that less like they have to attend the 
actual meetings to stay up to date on these discussions. Finally, the use of working groups to meet 
and debate / discuss specific technical topics in between committee meetings could ensure that 
these discussions move forwards efficiently whilst also maintaining the larger committee size.  
Follow up actions  
Due to personnel changes and resource constraints, there have recently been a number of delays in 
HMRC following up on specific points raised. Whilst some announcements are made to the 
committee as a whole via email, individual discussions also take place as advisors push for responses 
and submit their view privately to HMRC. As the committee is an excellent forum for all interested 
parties to discuss technical topics openly, for the good of the regime as a whole, this splintered form 
of communication in between committee meetings can only lead to inconsistencies of approach and 
presumably takes more of HMRC’s limited resources.  
I recently discussed this concern with a group of like-minded advisors and we agreed amongst 
ourselves that we have no issues sharing our technical viewpoints with ourselves so as to determine 
whether there is unity amongst advisors on points which are the subject of debate with HMRC. This 
group of advisors support a more open technical discussion with HMRC and, due to having a wealth 
of experience, could be a valuable support to HMRC in terms of how to ensure consistency of 
approach to claims, both by advisors and by HMRC Inspectors. R&D tax relief is a Government 
incentive which is under-utilised, therefore there it should be possible for advisors and HMRC to 
work together in raising the profile of the regime and improving the accuracy of claims made.  
HMRC leadership  
At the October 2014 meeting, the HMRC/HMT representatives introduced themselves and provided 
a brief overview of their roles. This was very helpful, however it was not captured in the notes of 
meeting, there have been changes since that meetings and what was not covered was which 
member of the team should be approached in which instance. It would be hugely helpful for this to 
be documented and accessible on the website. Because this information did not make it into the 
meeting notes, only those attending the meeting were party to it, reinforcing the value of attending 
the meeting itself and the view that committee members are party to information that the wider 
public cannot access. I do not feel that it is beneficial for the regime if membership of the committee 
is used as a marketing tool, particularly given that membership appears to have been awarded on a 
first come first served basis.  
Summary of suggestions  
> Finalise meeting agendas several weeks prior to meetings;  

> One firm, one invitation;  

> Review membership list and consider whether it is appropriate to set more detailed criteria for 
which organisations should be represented;  

> Share meeting notes as quickly as possible;  

> Ensure meeting notes are thorough;  

> Utilise smaller working groups to follow up on items in between meetings;  

> Publish information on HMRC/HMT representatives and their roles.  


